News from Mr. Ken about his latest Zoom meeting with 3rd graders
What a wonderful way to enjoy a Friday night. I want to thank all of those who joined
and encourage you to persuade others to join too. I will add a short summary of the
events from the call, but always am eager to get healthy feedback so we can make
these little get togethers the best time ever! Tonight we had close to 20 people join the
Friday night party!
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We started with bad jokes...that is a good way to get the kids interested and
comfortable speaking to the group!
Next was a crazy hair contest and all of those that participated won! it was a
such a delight to see the creativity of some of the kids!
I then fooled all the kids with my classic new holiday tradition May 1 = "Maypril
Fools Day" Please ask your child about the company i proposed the 3rd
Graders in BEDP begin. it seemed ingenious, until they began using logic and
safety.
Followed by more bad jokes by Mr. Ken (bread truck that got into an accident
and caught on fire......they'll tell you the punchline!)
Now to a more serious part and hopefully interactive part as well
o We spoke about essential workers and how we are being as safe as
possible. I showed my custom mask
o Also I alerted them that I have a banner on my fence that says "THANK
YOU ESSENTIAL WORKERS"
o This area is now known as "Thank You Corner" and I would love to have
the kids draw a picture or note of thanks, with their first name too. All the
papers can be dropped off in my mailbox or Ican pick up in a safe social
distancing way. You can email me with ANY questions. They can also
paint a rock or something like that too an drop that off if it's more their
style/interest. I will laminate the drawings so keep it to a piece of printer
paper or construction paper but keep it to an 8.5"x11"

Thanks so much for being involved with our call. It would be a lot less fun without you!

